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Contact: Leonard George Horowitz
lenin528@mac.com

Dear Recording Artist:
It gives me great pleasure to invite your performance at LIVE H2O, “The Concert for the Living
Water(s)” scheduled for a nine venue international Summer Solstice simulcast June 19-21, 2009.
This celebration honoring Water brings the world’s most conscious and gifted recording artists together
for a novel “hydrosonic experiment.” Two keys proven to be associated with miraculous transformation
will be used. The first is the key of LOVE, the “MI” note of the ancient Solfeggio. This was recently
decrypted scripturally, proven mathematically, and confirmed scientifically to be 528Hz frequency. You
may also use a powerful 417 Hz tuning that is central to universal Resonance. These tunings sustain
nature. So your participation in this historic event may do more for world peace, humanitarian relief,
environmental protection and ecological sustainability than potentially any single event in earth’s
history.
I share this optimism knowing leading experts in multiple fields, including musicology, healthcare, and
physics, endorse this event and our “experimental design and premise.” We share the view that this
event will physically and metaphysically impact Water musically to benefit humanity, open hearts
globally with LOVE, accelerate the Spiritual Renaissance, and promote World Peace.
In keeping with our theme and goal of “Resonating Water with the Miracle of LOVE,” you are invited
to prepare a one-hour performance for Saturday, June 20, 2009 at one of nine venues now being secured
in the East and West. Each venue will be adjacent large bodies of Water. Edutainment featuring
celebrities, authors and experts will prepare our global audience on Friday, June 19th for what we intend
to accomplish on Saturday and Sunday, and why honoring Water is urgent. Your performance is pivotal
for Saturday’s success where we will prepare people hydro-sonically to harmonize with nature’s
LOVING essence.
On Sunday, world leading holy persons, native elders, and spiritual leaders will direct prayer,
meditations, and chants to unite the voices of millions of loving people worldwide through this
celebration with 144,000+ singers simulcasting over the Internet. These audio signals from around the
world will be combined and conducted using Tesla technology to channel all of this positive intention
into to the “Living Water(s).” This is how we will broadcast our thanks and LOVE in 528Hz to honor
Water.
As you may know, Water is a powerful superconductor of sound. LOVE is the “universal healer” while
music is the “universal language.” The goal is to use these simple principles to harmonize humanity with
the 528Hz frequency that is already resonating universally and naturally in Water. We are co-creating a
global homeopathic—a “LOVE POTION” so-so-speak—suitable for a “Global Baptism.” Smaller

bodies of Water will resonate in sync with LOVE by entrainment to the larger oceans’ vibration of
528Hz. All human bodies containing mostly water will likewise be affected. This is expected to cause a
significant increase in civilization’s heart-centeredness, peaceful co-existence, and evolving
consciousness to solve earth’s greatest problems, including Water pollution, dehydration, unnecessary
pestilence and poverty, and dependence on “black technologies” versus “green technologies.”
Thank you, in advance, for grasping this opportunity by accepting this invitation to participate in LIVE
H2O. Please RSVP to the e-mail address below.
Yours in the Spirit of world health and peace,
Leonard George Horowitz
Co-producer, LIVE H2O.
www.liveh2o.org
lenin528@mac.com

